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Triple Vita Nestings is a touring exhibition organised by the
Institute of Modern Art (IMA), co-curated by Aileen Burns and
Johan Lundh with Sarah Wall at the Govett-Brewster Art Gallery.
Umbra Creatures by Rockhole (2017–2018), as well as the
reconstruction of Lethal Love (2008/2018) were made possible
through partnership with 21st Biennale of Sydney, Australia Council
for the Arts, Korea Foundation and with assistance from Institut
für Auslandsbeziehungen.
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Cover: Installation view Heague Yang:Triple Vita Nestings, Institute of
Modern Art, Brisbane. In view (l-r): Lethal Love, 2008/2018, aluminium
venetian blinds, powder-coated aluminium hanging structure, steel wire
rope, self-adhesive mirror vinyl film, moving spotlights, scent emitters
(Wildflower, Gunpowder), dimensions variable; The Intermediate – Tinted
UHHHHH Creature Inverted V, 2017, powder-coated stainless steel frame,
steel wire rope, plastic twine, 360 x 400 x 180 cm, courtesy of the artist
and kurimanzutto, Mexico City. Photo Carl Warner
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Haegue Yang: Triple Vita Nestings brings together selected works from more
than a decade of Yang’s practice. These pieces straddle seemingly opposing
artistic legacies and aesthetics; between conceptual art strategies and
materially-driven craft techniques, industrial production and the handmade;
and between figuration and abstraction. Yang’s work undoes these supposed
binaries and creates immersive and imaginative experiences.
Triple Vita Nestings uses formal strategies – such as layering, doubling,
splitting, and merging – to reveal how individual subjects are embedded in the
lives, stories, and contexts of others. Multisensory environments, figurative
forms, and voice-over narration evoke the biographies of historical figures
as well as mythical creatures, and self-reflexive ideas of alienation and
neighbourliness. Though these stories and ideas may be distinct, they are
not presented in isolation: each character nests inside another, representing
our interwoven or parallel realities. Yang’s point of view on history, literature,
and personal experience empowers us to perceive relations, or 'nested sets',
between otherwise disparate lives.
Yang writes about her complex constructions of abstraction and narrative:
‘I work with a notion of “unlearning”. This might appear random, subjective
and irresponsible, because it seems to leave the viewers alone without any
information about the sub-constructions, such as figures, narratives, as
well as the historical facts I was working with. What viewers face is purely
phenomenological. However, the goal of abstraction is not ambiguity.
What I, as well as the viewers, gain is autonomy, the liberty to rely on
our sensorial abilities, including visual experiences, yet channelling our
accumulated intellect and intelligence.’

Aileen Burns & Johan Lundh
Directors, IMA
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VIP’s Union 2001/2018
chairs and tables borrowed for the duration of the exhibition, dimensions variable,
courtesy of the artist
Gallery 1
Haegue Yang’s conceptual work VIP’s Union
(2001/2018) greets visitors in the exhibition’s
first gallery. One of Yang’s formative works,
it was first presented in 2001 in Berlin, and
subsequently Bristol, Antwerp, Bonn, Seoul,
Graz, Cologne, and now New Plymouth.
Each exhibiting institution follows a strict
procedure set by the artist, beginning with
the institution compiling a list of important
local people according to their own criteria
following the artist’s advice. Letters of
invitation and questionnaires are sent out,
asking the addressees to lend a piece of
furniture for the duration of the exhibition.
Their furniture is then taken to the gallery
where it is arranged according to functional
criteria.
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Leading local figures from different areas of
society, including local government and nongovernment organisations, arts and culture,
business, health, and education have loaned
a piece of furniture from their homes or
offices to the Govett-Brewster Art Gallery.
Shaped through the generosity of the
lenders, VIP’s Union at the Govett-Brewster
stands in contrast to the usual furnishings
found in art institutions, and subverts any
expectations we have of designer, inviteonly VIP rooms. This hybrid landscape of
furniture creates an abstract portrait of
New Plymouth, pointing to Yang’s interest
in the possibilities of community, not as
uniform or exclusive but as characterised by
difference and diversity, open to a plurality
of ideas and affiliations.

56.6 m2 Doubled in Reverse 2002/2018
red chalk, site-specific dimensions, courtesy of the artist
Gallery 1

Alongside VIP’s Union (2001/2018), Chalk
Line Drawings is another of Yang’s early
formative series of works. The red chalk
lines, tilted by one degree from the
horizontal and running the length of a
wall, form the work which takes its title
from the surface area occupied in a given
presentation. For this iteration, 56.6 m2
Doubled in Reverse, Yang has introduced
a new element; two sets of parallel and
equally-spaced lines extending from either
end of the wall to intersect, creating a
shimmering effect of movement.

The installation changes imperceptibly,
the widths and colour levels of the lines
varying from start to finish due to pressure
and handling of the chalk. This work
reflects Yang’s early interests in geometry,
standardisation, mundane materials, and
perceptual experiences, which are now
central to her practice.

Installation view Haegue Yang: VIP's
Union - Phase I, Kunsthaus Graz, Austria,
2017, courtesy of the artist.
Photo Universalmuseum Joanneum/ N. Lackner

Installation view FURLA SERIES #02,
Haegue Yang: Tightrope Walking and Its
Wordless Shadow, La Triennale di Milano,
Italy, 2018. Photo Masiar Pasquali
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Doubles and Halves –
Events with Nameless Neighbors 2009
single channel DV-PAL, colour, sound, 21.20 min., filmed in Seoul and Venice.
audio piece, voice-over: Sarah Roberts (English), 21.55 min., courtesy of the artist
Mezzanine
The artist’s video essay Doubles and Halves
– Events with Nameless Neighbors (2009),
offers intimate, characteristically abstract
self-reflections on Yang’s quasi-neighbours
in two different places: Venice, in the
Biennale grounds including the Korean
Pavilion during the off-season, and the
neighbourhood of Ahyeon-dong, Seoul,
where Yang used to live. Shot at sunrise

or sunset, the places appear dim and
empty. Ambient sound is heard from a
speaker by the projector, while a voiceover narration – produced as a separate,
independent audio track – empathises with
the invisible neighbours and disappearing
neighbourhoods, despite never having being
involved with or meeting them.

Drunken Speech 2007
TV set, IPTV streaming, TV channels watched by the local community of immigrants,
headphones, sleeping bag, audio player, voice-over: Helen Cho (English), approx. 16 min.
Mezzanine
Like Doubles and Halves – Events with
Nameless Neighbors, the audio recording
Drunken Speech (2007) presents a highly
self-reflective and confessional narrative.
A single, contemplative voice reflects on
the challenges of combining practice and
career as an artist. Like many contemporary
artists working internationally, Yang’s life
and work necessitate constant travel,
ruling out any equilibrium between work
and rest. Played through headphones, the
recording can be listened to while seated
on (or lying in) a sleeping bag positioned in
front of a monitor showing a live satellite
feed of broadcast television watched by
New Zealand’s migrant communities.

The lack of synchronisation between
the audio recording and visual television
feed reinforces the imbalance and
disparity which act here as a metaphor for
homelessness, a notion which Yang seeks to
acknowledge and empower through much
of her work.

Right: Installation view Haegue Yang:
Triple Vita Nestings, Institute of Modern
Art, Brisbane. Drunken Speech, 2007,
courtesy of the artist. Photo Carl Warner
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The Story of a Bear-Lady in a Sand Cave 2009/2011
audio player, speakers on tripods, voice-over: Tsukasa Yamamoto (English),
20.30 min., loop, courtesy of the artist
Gallery 2
The audio piece, The Story of a BearLady in a Sand Cave (2009/2011), draws
on the narratives of two different women:
a widow from the Kōbō Abe novel, The
Woman in the Dunes (1962); and a bearwoman from an episode in a Korean
creation myth. In both stories, the
place of ‘home’ is a site of endurance,
daily routine, and singular devotion.
According to the Korean creation myth, a
tiger and a bear who desired to become
human were instructed to eat only garlic
and mugwort and to remain out of sunlight
for 100 days in a cave. The tiger gave up,
however the bear remained and was
transformed into a woman, marrying the
Heavenly Prince Hwangun and bearing a son,
Tangun, ancestor of the people of Korea.

The Kōbō Abe novel, The Woman in the
Dunes, tells the tale of a young widow
forced to live in a house at the bottom
of a cavernous ditch in the dunes,
where she is faced with the relentless
task of shovelling sand into buckets
to keep it from burying her home.
In The Story of a Bear-Lady in a Sand Cave,
a plant-eating bear-woman likewise lives
in isolation in a dark cave, continuously
shovelling sand, creating a wave-like pattern
in the sand’s surface as she does so.
The narration is critical of how the outside
world perceives her life: rather than
being limited and meaningless, her daily
chore is a deeper, almost transcendental
undertaking, highlighting the discreet
selflessness of many women.
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Lethal Love 2008/2018
aluminium venetian blinds, powder-coated aluminium hanging structure, steel wire rope,
self-adhesive mirror vinyl film, moving spotlights, scent emitters (Wildflower, Gunpowder),
dimensions variable, courtesy of the artist
Gallery 3
Lethal Love belongs to a series of venetian
blind installations begun in 2008 that are
often based on Yang’s subjective readings
of the life and achievements of historical
figures who share both an unwavering
commitment to their own political ideals,
and a feeling of inner turmoil and tension
between their public and private lives.

from a large mirrored surface, a spotlight,
two moving lights, and two different scents
(Wildflower and Gunpowder). The interplay
of these elements – the semi-transparency
and obscurity of the blinds, the roaming
lights, confined spaces, mirrored reflections,
and perfumed air – evoke the intensity of
and mystery surrounding this narrative.

Lethal Love revolves around the life of Petra
Kelly, an influential German activist and
one of the founders of Germany's Green
Party. In 1992, Kelly was shot in her sleep
by her partner Gert Bastian – an ex-army
general and fellow party member – who
then took his own life. The installation
itself incorporates a tree-like formation of
suspended venetian blinds branching out

Incorporated into Lethal Love is Yang’s
essayistic Video Trilogy, considered a key
development in her artistic trajectory and
understanding of her own practice. The
videos, shot by Yang with a handheld camera
in London and Seoul (Unfolding Places,
2004), Amsterdam, Frankfurt, London, Seoul,
and Berlin (Restrained Courage, 2004),
and Brazil (Squandering Negative Spaces,
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Video Trilogy 2004–2006
2006), comprise a sequence of images of
insignificant moments and scenes that
do not usually command our attention.
The accompanying narratives, each one
read by a different voice, are personal and
introspective, ruminating on themes of
solitude and vulnerability; of being alone,
alienated, lost, lacking courage, detached
from but longing for a community. These
early pieces’ melancholic mediations allude
to the failure to relate to or connect with
others – as a deliberate act of avoiding
the requirements of social interactions.

Unfolding Places
(Video Trilogy I), 2004
single-channel DV-PAL, colour, sound, 18.15
min., filmed in London and Seoul. Voice-over:
Helen Cho (English), courtesy of the artist

Restrained Courage
(Video Trilogy II), 2004
single-channel DV-PAL, colour, sound, 19.07 min.,
filmed in Amsterdam, Frankfurt, London, Seoul,
Berlin. Voice-over: Camille Hesketh (English),
courtesy of the artist

Squandering Negative Spaces
(Video Trilogy III), 2006
single-channel DV-PAL, colour, sound, 27.57 min.,
filmed in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. Voice-over:
David Michael DiGregorio (English),
courtesy of the artist
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Umbra Creatures by Rockhole, 2017–2018
courtesy of kurimanzutto, Mexico City
Gallery 4
The new sculptural group Umbra Creatures
by Rockhole (2017–18) is emblematic of
Yang’s interest in perceived ‘outsiders’ as
insiders of their own particular worlds. The
anthropomorphic sculptures, hand-woven
from black synthetic twine, appear to be
part of a remote, intimate community.
Six of the sculptures originate from The
Intermediates, a series begun by the
artist in 2015 that takes its name from
the prevalence of straw weaving across
cultures and the mediating role of this
material. In combining synthetic straw and
other industrially manufactured materials
and objects, Yang seeks to destabilise
binary distinctions, such as abstraction
and figuration, modern and pre-modern,
folk craftsmanship and Western art. The
seventh sculpture, adorned with brass
plated bells, is a hybrid of Yang’s The
Intermediates and her Sonic Sculptures
(2013–). Set against the backdrop of a largescale digital wallpaper print showing an
inverted Asian landscape, we find ourselves
in a seemingly ancient unfamiliar world.

The Intermediate –
Tinted Multi-Tentacled Serpent
powder-coated stainless steel hanging structure,
steel wire rope, plastic twine, Bupo,
390 x 390 x 300 cm

The Intermediate –
Hairy Tele Digi-Big-Bang Fanned Out
powder-coated steel stand, powder-coated metal
grid, casters, plastic twine, jute twine, nylon cord,
clippings from electronics market catalogues on
chromolux paper, mounted on alu-dibond, selfadhesive holographic vinyl film, acrylic glass,
230 x 140 x 140 cm

The Intermediate – Tinted Asymmetric
UHHHHH Creature W
powder-coated stainless steel hanging structure,
powder-coated stainless steel frame, steel
wire rope, plastic twine, 349 x 430 x 25 cm

Sonic Rampant Obscure Turbine Vents,
Double Decker – Brass Green
powder-coated steel stand, powdercoated metal grid, casters, powder-coated
turbine vents, brass plated bells, metal
rings, artificial plants, 167 x 118 x 118 cm

The Intermediate –
Head Carrying Woman

The Intermediate –
Tinted UHHHHH Creature Inverted V

artificial straw, powder-coated steel stand, casters,

powder-coated stainless steel frame, steel

plastic twine, artificial plants, 234 x 108 x 110 cm

wire rope, plastic twine, 360 x 400 x 180 cm

The Intermediate –
Tinted Bushy Bald-headed Bumpy Walks

Multiple Mourning Room, 2012

artificial straw, powder-coated steel stand,

print, dimensions variable, courtesy of Manuel

casters, plastic twine, 180 x 110 x 110 cm

Raeder, Haegue Yang, and Greene Naftali, New York

In collaboration with Manuel Raeder, digital colour

Installation view Haegue Yang: Triple Vita Nestings, Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane.
The Intermediate – Hairy Tele Digi-Big-Bang Fanned Out, 2018, courtesy of the artist.
Photo Carl Warner
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Public Programme

Film Programme

Artist talk

Strange Meetings

Sun 2 Dec 2018 | 11 am

Sat 15 Dec 2018 | 4 pm

Len Lye Centre Cinema

Free | Donations appreciated

Join artist Haegue Yang at a presentation
of her multifaceted practice.

Using videos and archival material, Strange
Meetings documents a former sexually
transmitted diseases treatment facility
in a US military encampment in South
Korea. 2017, 11 min., Dir. Jane Jin Kaisen

Curator tour
Sat 23 Feb 2019 | 2 pm
Galleries 1 – 4

Followed by:

Join exhibition co-curator Sarah Wall
for a tour of the exhibition Haegue
Yang: Triple Vita Nestings.

The Woman, The Orphan,
and The Tiger

Exhibition talk
Sun 3 Mar 2019 | 2 pm
Gallery 1

Join exhibition co-curator Sarah Wall and
special guests for a discussion on Haegue
Yang’s work VIP’s Union in the exhibition
Haegue Yang: Triple Vita Nestings.

This film follows a group of international
adoptees and other women of the Korean
diaspora in their 20s and 30s, exploring
how trauma is passed on from previous
generations.
2010, 72 min., Dir. Jane Jin Kaisen

Kôshikei (Death by Hanging)
Sun 16 Dec 2018 | 4 pm
Free | Donations appreciated

Based on a 1958 news story about a Korean
boy accused of rape and murder, Death by
Hanging is a powerful satire about capital
punishment and a clear political indictment
of intolerance and institutional prejudice.
1968, 188 min., Dir. Nagisa Ôshima.
Japanese with English subtitles

Left: Kôshikei (Death by Hanging) film still
Right: India Song film still
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India Song

Dear Pyongyang

Sat 12 Jan 2019 | 4 pm

Sat 16 Feb 2019 | 4 pm

Free | Donations appreciated

Free | Donations appreciated

Marguerite Duras’ most lauded film, this tale
of doomed love set in 1930s colonial India is
a sensual, abstract exposition on longing,
isolation and haunted memories.

Raised in Japan by parents loyal to the North
Korean regime, director Yonghi Yang's Dear
Pyongyang is based on her dual identity and
her difficult relationship with her father.

1975, 115 min., Dir. Marguerite Duras.

2015, 107 min., Dir. Yonghi Yang. Japanese

French with English subtitles

and Korean with English subtitles

Son nom de Venise dans
Calcutta désert
Sat 26 Jan 2019 | 4 pm
Free | Donations appreciated

A sequel to Marguerite Duras’ 1975 film India
Song, Son nom de Venise dans Calcutta
desért completes the story of Anne-Marie
Stretter, wife of the French ambassador
to India in the 1930s, with the same
soundtrack, through a visual montage of
decayed, empty palaces. 1976, 120 min., Dir.
Marguerite Duras. French with English subtitles
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1.

VIP’s Union, 2001/2018

2.

56.6 m2 Doubled in Reverse, 2012/2018

3.

Doubles and Halves – Events with Nameless Neighbors, 2009

4.

Drunken Speech, 2007

5.

The Story of a Bear-Lady in a Sand Cave, 2009/2011

6.

Lethal Love, 2008/2018
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 nfolding Places (Video Trilogy I), 2004
U
Restrained Courage (Video Trilogy II), 2004
Squandering Negative Spaces (Video Trilogy III), 2006

8.

The Intermediate – Head Carrying Woman, 2017

9.

The Intermediate – Tinted Bushy Bald-headed Bumpy Walks, 2017

10. The Intermediate – Tinted Multi-Tentacled Serpent, 2017
11. The Intermediate – Hairy Tele Digi-Big-Bang Fanned Out, 2018
12. The Intermediate – Tinted Asymmetric UHHHHH Creature W, 2017
13. Sonic Rampant Obscure Turbine Vents, Double Decker – Brass Green, 2017
14. The Intermediate – Tinted UHHHHH Creature Inverted V, 2017
15. Multiple Mourning Room, 2012
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Layout subject to variation during exhibition.
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Biography
Haegue Yang was born in 1971 in Seoul, South Korea. Currently,
she lives and works in Berlin and Seoul. Her works are known
for their eloquent and seductive sculptural language of visual
abstraction based on her research on historical figures and
events.
Yang has exhibited in major international exhibitions including the Liverpool Biennial (2018), the 21st Biennale of Sydney
(2018), La Biennale de Montréal (2016), the 12th Sharjah
Biennial (2015), the 9th Taipei Biennal (2014), dOCUMENTA (13)
in Kassel (2012), and the 53rd Venice Biennale (2009) as the
South Korean representative. Recently, Yang’s first major
survey show, ETA 1994-2018 was hosted by the Museum
Ludwig, Cologne, coinciding with her receiving the Wolfgang
Hahn Prize 2018 and the publication of a catalogue raisoneé
of her complete oeuvre. Yang’s recent solo exhibitions
were held at La Panacée, Montpellier (2018), La Triennale
di Milano (2018), Kunsthaus Graz (2017), KINDL – Centre for
Contemporary Art, Berlin (2017), Serralves Museum, Porto
(2016), Centre Pompidou, Paris (2016), Leeum, Samsung
Museum of Art, Seoul (2015), Ullens Center for Contemporary
Art, Beijing (2015), Museum of Contemporary Art, Strasbourg
(2013), Bergen Kunsthall (2013), Haus der Kunst, Munich (2012),
The Tanks at Tate Modern, London (2012), Kunsthaus Bregenz
(2011), Modern Art Oxford, (2011), Aspen Art Museum, (2011),
and the New Museum, New York (2010). Her works are in
the collections of major international institutions, including the Museum of Modern Art, New York; Guggenheim
Museum, New York; Walker Art Center, Minneapolis; Centre
Pompidou, Paris; Leeum, Samsung Museum of Art, Seoul,
and Hamburger Kunsthalle, Germany, among others.
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